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Attraction Overview

High Concept:
Guests will enter the newly refurbished North Peak Mines for a tour of the new facilities.

They will quickly realize their tour has taken a different turn, as they soon enter the mystical
world of the gem-stone filled caverns beneath the mines.

Detailed Story:
Deep within the lush green mountains of the Pacific Northwest, lies the once bustling

North Peak Mining Co. It was a major mineral mining operation that now stands dormant after
the move to more eco-friendly alternatives in the region. However, as the mine once served as a
key point in the settlement of the region, officials have begun the process of refurbishing the
mine for public tours! Even more exciting than that, but we have been selected as some of the
first attendees of the new attraction!

We arrive outside of the mine, weaving through the remains of the mining town, now
overrun by the flora and fauna of the region. Our journey through the buildings and scenery
bring us in contact with some bits of the mine's history through a variety of formats. We will see
old news reports, newspaper clippings, footage from within the mines, and even learn some fun
facts about the region. Keen eyed guests might notice some unique elements to the area that
seem almost magical in nature, though surely they can be explained once inside the mines,
right? As we continue to move through the area, in the distance we can see visitors on mine
tours before yours crossing the stone trestle bridge to our left, giving us a hint as to what we
might expect inside. We finally make it to the mouth of the mine, where we enter into the hole in
the rock exterior and board the conjoined mine trains, and begin our adventure.

We start our tour in the dark mines, getting a look at some of the old mining tools and
equipment that was used. The wired lights hanging above illuminate our descent throughout the
mines in a burnt orange and red hue. We continue our descent through the mines, illustrated by
the depth markers along the walls. Also lining the walls are pictures of old mining crews, site
maps, and equipment schematics. However, there appear to also be small carvings in the walls,
similar to hieroglyphs, that depict creatures and plants that seem quite unfamiliar to us.
Stalagmites and stalactites line the walls and floor in the more open spaces of the mine. We
soon leave the main mining route and come across as a small bridge, connecting one side of
the mine to another across a watery ravine. Just as we are about halfway through our trek
across the bridge, we suddenly come to a halt in front of a derailed minecart. Within and around
the minecart sit three colorful creatures, glowing brightly like a lightbulb, with fuzzy hands and
small little fangs. With a brief pause and a few creaks and groans, we realize that the track we
are on is quite unstable, as it begins to tilt down. We are then sent careening downwards from
the broken track, splitting through the center of the water source, and plunging even deeper into
the caves.

After we finally come to a halt from our recent conundrum, we realize we are stuck in
complete darkness. From the silence of the caves, we hear a light scurrying sound. After a
moment, he makes a sort of whistling sound and descends back into his hiding spot. All of the
sudden, the once dark sprawling cave quickly illuminates to reveal dozens of creatures, both
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similar to our friendly stowaway and very different. Luminous mystical plants line the walls and
floor and light our way as we slowly begin to move again in this brand new environment.

We soon discover there is an entire world beneath our original cavernous destination.
Various creatures run about in the caves, interacting with one another, as well as going about
their daily lives in their little shops and huts. Large mushroom-like plants sprout from the ceiling,
dangling above our heads as we move throughout the area. Some of the creatures stop their
activities to wave to us, while some the younger ones simply stare in awe. They’re just as
excited and awestruck as we are! The glowing crystals decorate the space in a variety of colors,
dancing long the minecart and our faces. A glistening lake, lined at the bottom with an
arrangement of crystals serves as what appears to be a fishing and swimming spot for some for
the creatures, as they spin about on their boats and jump into the water They also show what
appears to be hints of something much larger in the cave, through footprints, glowing eyes, and
large bones.

Shortly after that observation, we come to what appears to be a dead end in the cave, at
the base of a large boulder. We soon realize, however, that it’s not a boulder at all, and it’s the
big creature that we had seen traces of. He turns around from his resting spot, we did bump into
him after all, and unintentionally pushes our minecart backwards quickly. With a quick glimpse of
what the friendly monster looks like, we begin to fly through the glistening caverns. Below our
track, a bubbling lava pool illuminates the dark cavern as we continue our high speed journey.
The crystal lights dance around us like a disco ball, as the environment blends together in a
glowing mixture. We speed through the caves, swinging back through a criss-cross track, where
we see other guests on similar journeys through the large cave. As we continue our journey, we
begin to slow down and enter a small room in the cave.

We quickly see however, that lining the walls are small dangling sticks of TNT. In front of
us, we see a small creature wearing what appears to be a hard hat lost from one of the miners,
holding a small detonation box. With an innocent smile, and a little chuckle, he pushes on the
lever. With a small hiss, and a quick boom, our cart is launched again through the caves,
detouring to another route. We soar through the colors once more, beginning to ascend through
the caves. In front of us, a glowing, fog shrouded portal lights up in front of us. We enter the
portal into a room of glowing purple colors and fog filled air. We take a sharp turn and are finally
greeted once more with the brilliant sunlight of the outside. We make our way across the trestle
bridge that we saw from the entrance some time ago. We finally disembark the minecart, as it
rolls away back to the entrance of the cave.

We enjoy our return to solid ground, as we leave from the exit that had been inhabited by
some of the cave creatures from before, and enter what appears to be a large geode structure,
where we can purchase wares and souvenirs from our journey with the Crystal Caverns.



Backstory of the North Peak Mining Co.

History:
The North Peak Mining Company is nestled in the Cascade Mountain range in

Washington, USA. It was established in 1863 during one of the many silver rushes within the
Pacific Northwest. The mine was used as a source for numerous minerals, such as gold, silver,
and dolomite. It ran for decades, until local officials opted to move for more eco-friendly options
in order to protect the nature of the region.

The North Peak Mining Company was situated on top of its namesake, North Peak,
which was a mountain found in Whatcom County. It was a part of a chain of mining districts, like
Boundary Red Mountain and Excelsior Mine. It lies in a temperate coniferous forest and is home
to a variety of animal species.

Since the mine is located in quite a remote area, a mining town was built up around it so
that the miners and their families had close quarters to their workplace. It was a small mining
town, with a general store, saloon, and living quarters for the mining families. Now, it’s a
historical location that serves as the entrance to the new mine tour, and has not been touched in
decades, preserving its old charm.

Map of Whatcom County, WA, USA - Location of North Peak Mining Co

*Note: North Peak Mining Company and the town of North Peak are fictional locations*



Backstory of the North Peak Mining Co.

Cascade Mountain Range

Examples of mountain range mining towns
Pictured: (top) Kennecott Copper Mines, (bottom) Red Mountain Ghost Town



Queue
Queue Walkthrough:

The queue line of the Crystal Caverns attraction takes us through the town of North
Peak, built up around the North Peak Mine. Left abandoned for years as the mine fell out of use,
a lot of the town has been inhabited by the nature surrounding it, and has an old world charm
about the remaining buildings and artifacts. As we travel through the queue, we near the
entrance of the mine, where we see a displaced mine cart and other mining equipment situated
near the basin of a waterfall.

Rounding the backside of the waterfall, we come across two buildings that guide us
towards the entrance of the mine. One is labeled Foreman’s Cabin, and contains a variety of
mine related paraphernalia. Mineshaft maps and elevations line the walls, ore samples sit on
the cluttered desk, and an old time radio sings songs and tells tales from the prime of the mine.

The subsequent building is labeled North Peak Mining Co. Depot. It contains an
assortment of tools on display, as well as a minecart to show guests the vehicle they will be
boarding. On the back wall, a television has been installed by the restoration society that plays
old clips and images from years ago, as well as narration from miners, historians, and geologists
alike.

Lustrean Hidden Clues:
For keen eyed guests to the mine, they might see certain curious things that appear out

of the ordinary, which are hints towards our lovely cave dwelling friends, the Lustreans. Hidden
easter eggs include:

- Mysterious footprints around the outdoor minecart
- Occasional splashing in the waterfall basin
- Imprints and fossils in the rock work
- Mysterious crystals on the foreman’s desk
- Paws and fuzzy head popping up over the television



Queue

External Queue

Lustrean Hidden Clues

Attraction Breakdown



1. Load In
a. After the journey through the queue and the adventure through the beautiful

scenery of the North Peak Mining Town, we finally make it to the entrance of the
mine. We board the newly renovated minecarts and with a release of the breaks,
we begin our journey into the mine.

2. History
a. As we start on our tour, we see the walls lined with mining artifacts from the

heyday of the mine. Route maps, equipment schematics, and tools are hung from
the walls, as well as displayed on the tops of crates stamped with the name of
the mine. Mining lights glow above us in a string as they guide us further and
further down the mine. From speakers hidden within the props, we hear the
beginnings of the story of the mine.

3. Further into the Mine
a. As we descend further into the mine, accompanied by the narration of the

preservation society, elevation markers along the walls show our descent into the
mines. With a quick turn, we encounter another scene of cave life. A table is laid
out with excavation tools, as well as an empty bird cage (canary down the mine).
Examples of ore are displayed on ledges along the walls of the, both cracked
open and still encased in rock. Along the opposite wall, three mining hats are
hung, yet there is space for a fourth that is missing. If we look close enough, we
might be able to see what looks like a creature’s footprints in the dirt below, but
surely we are just seeing things. We shift our gaze down to our right and see
where we are headed next: a wooden bridge that spans across a waterfall. We
make our way around the bend and into the darkness, and when we emerge, we
find ourselves at the base of the bridge we just encountered.

4. Collapsed Bridge
a. As we make our way across the tracks, our attention is directed above us in what

appears to be the smoking remains of a derailed minecart. The cart appears to
be uninhabited, as it looks slightly different than the current carts we are using for
our adventure. Suddenly, a pair of fuzzy blue hands emerge from the edge of one
of the carts. They quickly disappear back inside the cart, and as they descend,
we do as well, as we realize the track that we are on is unstable. After a few
moments, we are setting into the darkness below, surrounded by the water split
to our sides.

Attraction Breakdown



5. New Little World
a. We slide down the track into complete darkness. Sounds of the cave echo

around us, accompanied by the quiet clatter of what sounds like glass along the
walls. The clattering stops and suddenly a little creature illuminates a corner of
the darkness in front of us. With a tilt of his head, and flutter of his tail, he sends
out what sounds like a message into the depths of the cave. Slowly but surely,
other items within the cave begin to light up - other creatures, vines and plants,
mushrooms, crystals protruding from the ceiling and walls. We’re blanketed in the
vibrant colors from the various flora and fauna, as our minecart begins to move
once more, sending us into the mystical world ahead.

6. Mushrooms Galore
a. As we make our way down the new track, we see a glimpse of the various

inhabitants of the cavernous world. Turning around the track, we enter a room
taken over by a variety of mushrooms that almost appear to be animated. Their
vibrant colors and strange patterns are a stark contrast to the mushrooms we
know on the outside of the cave. They vary in size and shape, some small
enough that they appear to be like weeds, while others tower over our heads like
trees. Some have a glowing aura, similar to that of the little creature that first sent
us on this journey. The air smells like fresh earth, with a hint of what smells like
marshy water.

7. Residential Row
a. After we leave the large mushrooms behind, we get to see into the daily lives of a

wide assortment of magical creatures, entering what appears to be a residential
street. Dozens of houses line us on both sides, filled with little creatures spending
time with their families. We see into the windows of some of the closer homes,
showing little creatures playing with their pets, others are decorating their homes
with some of the crystals we have previously seen, while others are congregated
in their yards, looking at a foreign object. As we pass by them, we see it’s the
remains of a head lantern from a miner that must have dropped it into the abyss.
The streets are lined with street lights that are made of the glowing crystals.

Attraction Breakdown



8. Lake Party
a. The smell of the water starts to get stronger as we leave their lovely homes

behind. As we turn out of the room, we are greeted by what appears to be a large
underground spring. Mist spills over the edges of the glistening spring, which is
decorated at its base with a layer of crystals. In and around the lake are an
assortment of cave dwelling creatures, some similar to our little friend, and others
completely different. A few creatures sit in boats, spending their day fishing within
the lake, while others simply use that time to take a dip in the waves. On the
edge of the lake are small buildings that appear to be carved out of the
mushrooms and tree-like plants that make the caves their home. Some of  the
creatures have made their way to the edge of the tracks that we travel over, and
are curiously peering at us as we take a look into their lives.

9. All Shapes and Sizes
a. We sadly leave the monster lake party and enter what appears to be a room with

large boulders inside. It looks as though a landslide has closed off most of the
space, but we quickly learn that they aren’t rocks at all. One of the large boulders
suddenly rocks back and forth and turns around, revealing a rock-like creature
with glowing eyes. One of the other boulders turns as well, except slightly too
close to the edge of the tracks. As it turns around out of curiosity to see what has
entered its sleeping place, it accidentally bumps into our cart and sends us racing
down the track, as he and his friend sleepily look after us.

10. Crystal Caverns
a. Our speedy adventure takes us right from the boulder monster room into a large

open space within the cave. Here, we see further parts of the track (and other
riders), as well as crystals, plants, and dozens of lights. It seems like a
kaleidoscope disco within the open space, a stream of colors and patterns.

11. A Little Mishap
a. Some of our little cave creatures seem to have found some missing items from

the miners above, and appear to be playing with sticks of dynamite. While their
intentions are purely out of curiosity, the sparks and distant booming sounds
send us careening out of their blast zone of their experiments.

Attraction Breakdown



12. Back Home
a. After being launched back through the twisting and turning expanse of the caves,

we finally see the light at the end of the tunnel. With one last farewell from our
little friends that greeted us in the caverns, we are sent out through a colorful
cloud of mist, bringing us across the bridge we once saw within the queue line.
With that, we slowly make our way back to the natural world, and disembark from
our wonderful adventure.

Meet the Lustreans
History:



Hundreds of years ago, the vibrant creatures known as Lustreans lived above the
ground in their own little habitats. They were peaceful creatures and never got into fights with
other beings, and never destroyed things they couldn’t bring back. However, over time, as some
the planet began to evolve and humans began to take up more and more space from the
creatures, they decided that it was time to pack their belongings and move to a safer location.
And so, they chose the Mysterium Mine - a once bustling coal mine that had been long
abandoned. They created their new home within the crystalline mines below the surface,
terraforming and adding their magical touches to the once dark and barren world below. They
remained hidden from the rest of the world, even once the mine was renovated again to provide
tours to the public.

However, after a few too many minecarts passed over the old bridges, the creatures
below soon came face to face with humans for the first time in years. Many of the creatures had
never seen humans before, so their arrival was quite exciting for them! Luckily for them, the
mine was in no position to be demolished or destroyed in any way, so they enjoyed their
freedom in their cavernous home, and got to meet some new friends along the way.

(Name derived from the word lustrous - having luster; shining)

Examples of Lustreans:

Dermiot
Dermiots are moth-like creatures that serve as the messenger system in the Crystal

Caverns. They fly to and from houses and business and deliver supplies and mail to their fellow
Lustreans. They come in varying shades of green and are incredibly soft to the touch. They are
approximately the size of chinchillas, and they find their way throughout the cave systems with
the glowing lights that extend from the top of their heads.

Meet the Lustreans



Hapalo
Hapalos are distant cousins of bats, which is visible from their stature. They have

crystalline wings that jingle and glisten. Because of this, they often participate in the monster
jamboree nights where they lend their musical wings to a variety of songs. They also help in
construction, by letting other creatures know when it’s okay to pass by. They have three eyes
atop their head, and a fuzzy body and toes.

Candilara
Candilara, that gain their namesake from the glow that they emit that resembles a candle

flame. They look like red pandas that have been touched by King Midas, their skin sparkling
under the glowing flora of the caverns. They have dull spines on their back and fluffy fur. They
are the builders of the cave, as their tails and paws allow them to scale the cavern walls.

Meet the Lustreans

Roxtop



Roxtop are the caverns version of peacocks, named from the crystal and fur
arrangement on the tops of their heads. Their sheer, crystalline feathers spread out in a
beautiful arrangement behind the yellowish green body. They spin and twirl around during the
jamborees, using their tails as a kind of disco ball, decorating the walls and floor with vibrant
multicolored shapes.

Rafa
Rafas are the first creatures we meet on our adventure in the caverns. Mischievous

creatures, they come in a variety of vibrant colors and full of curiosity. They are incredibly
intelligent, and will explore and experiment with anything they don’t understand, including our
minecarts. They communicate using echolocation, allowing them to map out the large expanse
of the caverns around them.

Meet the Lustreans

Lirollio



Lirollios are incredibly skilled climbers, due to their four-pronged tail and polydactylism.
Their eyes come in a plethora of colors, but every Lirollio has two different colored eyes, which
is called heterochromia. They use their climbing abilities to swing along the stalactites with
ease, making them quite useful in decoration and multitasking.

Goba
Gobas are incredibly large and clumsy creatures. They are gentle giants, spending most

of their time curled up in a rock like form, sleeping in groups. They are very peaceful beings,
and are very friendly with the rest of the Lustreans that call the caverns home.

Meet the Lustreans

Armageode



Related to the armadillo, the armageode is a creature with a hard shell exterior and
crystalline belly. It is able to roll into a ball for faster movement, as well as when it lays down for
a rest. Many of the armageodes have purple undersides, but occasionally you will find ones with
blue, green, or even red as well!.

Crystals and Curios
Description:



A gift shop housed inside of a large geode which contains knick knacks and souvenirs
for guests after their cavern adventures.

Design Inspiration:

Design Inspiration for Crystals and Curios

Crystals and Curios



Merchandise Inspiration:

Themed crystal and rock candy

Lustrean figurine inspiration

The Quarry



Description:
Themed around the mining town of North Peak, guests will dine within one of the

renovated mining depots. In addition to the themed interior, keen eyes guests might also catch a
glimpse of some of the Lustreans that have made their way from the caves.

Concept Art:

Concept Art for the exterior of The Quarry

The Quarry

Menu:



The Quarry



The Quarry



Design Inspiration:

Design Inspiration for The Quarry restaurant


